Optical microscopy is limited to shallow interrogation depths as high-resolution imaging in scattering media is challenging. Current methods require complex and expensive experimental setup or suffer from low resolution. Through gating of photons exiting the scattering media using a restricted numerical aperture (NA) fiber optic plate (FOP), we establish a novel spatio-angular filter imaging device that allows deeper imaging in scattering media. Using dilutions of Intralipid (1-4 v/v%) and a USAF resolution target, it is shown that by reducing the NA of the FOP from 0.55 to 0.17, the interrogation depth improves ~2 times using trans-illumination.
Introduction
Imaging with high resolution of an object embedded in a turbid medium requires controlling the effect of scattered light within the turbid medium so that only ballistic (no or insignificantly scattered) light that has traveled via region of interest is detected. The existing methods for gating such "ballistic" and "quasi-ballistic" photons include diffuse optical tomography [1] , time gating methods [2] , interference methods [3, 4] , polarization gating [5] , and physical barrier gating [6, 7] . When these methods are implemented in diffuse reflectance imaging applications, and in microscopic imaging systems, gating the relevant photons may become complex and costly. Interrogation depth can be significantly improved but at a cost of resolution.
One of the established methods in the field of biomedical imaging is Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) [8] [9] [10] . The technique utilizes near infra-red light to image large tissue volumes such as the breast or brain [11, 12] . DOT relies on a model of light scattering to reconstruct the paths of photons as they travel through the tissue. This uncertainty manifests as blurring in the reconstructed images, such that resolutions between 0.5 and 10 mm are typical [1] . As the near infra-red range of light is significantly less absorbing and scattering as compared to the visible range, this may also limit the ability of DOT to detect many of the object's intrinsic absorption-based features, for which the main absorption region lies is in the visible range (e.g. Hemoglobin).
Another technique that has been proposed for improving interrogation depth in scattering media is Angular Domain Imaging (ADI) [6, 13, 14] . It is an optical tomography method which introduces spatial filtering of the detected photons to reject the photons, which do not fall within a specified angle by Angular Filter Array (AFA) device for trans-illumination. AFA is a fine hole (tunnel or channel) array that provides separation of scattered versus nonscattered photons to improve resolution and contrast of diffuse images. The aspect ratio of each micro channel (length/width) determines the acceptance angle, which is typically ≈0.3 degree (NA = 0.005) [15] . Resolution of the system depends on the physical parameters of the tunnels and limited by the width of the tunnels after which the light will not pass unobstructed. Following from that, the diffraction of the light occurring on the edges of very narrow tunnels cause significant blurring of the image. Another significant limitation of this method is its restriction to scale the tunnel size as manufacturing such tunnels close to a micron diameter is very challenging. Recently, FOPs have also been used to perform extended depth of field imaging in scattering media [16] .
In this work, imaging in highly scattering media is approached from a novel prospective of a lens-free architecture of the camera exploiting Spatio-Angular Filtering (SAF) [17] . The term "Spatio-Angular filter" is referred to the numerical aperture or acceptance angle gating using the lensless fiber optic plate (FOP) coupled to CMOS imaging platform. SAF consists of a low numerical aperture, coherent fiber optic bundle of small pixel size (<10 µm), directly mounted on a sensor, and an illumination unit. The experiments were performed using transillumination setup for ease of characterization. This approach can prove to be beneficial for biomedical applications where the major source of the contrast can be the light absorbed by hemoglobin in red blood cells in visible range. The hardware design of the camera provides an instant 2D imaging of the FOV of several mm 2 without scanning. The data collection mode for SAF imaging can be both contact and non-contact. The lensless design of the hardware renders the device compact, portable and durable for usage in clinical settings, with no movable parts that are prone to artefacts caused by the object's motility. Application of the flexible fibers also permits operation of endoscopic applications.
Methods

Numerical aperture gated imaging device
A Raspberry Pi camera module v2 (Sony IMX219 8-megapixel sensor) was custom fitted with 2 FOPs ((1) 0.55NA FOP, 13µm core, 3.2mm diameter, 25.4mm length, Schott, USA and (2) 0.17NA, 15µm core, 3.6mm square, 25.4mm length, Collimated Holes, USA) after removal of the cover glass/filter protecting the sensor surface. The proximal surface of the FOP was placed in contact with the surface of the image sensor using mineral oil (Life, Canada n~1.46-1.47) to reduce the refractive index mismatch between the both surfaces. A custom 3D printed case was designed to hold the assembly firmly in place ( Fig. 1 ). The distal surface of the FOP was used as the imaging inlet to allow conduction of light from the sample surface to the image sensor. The numerical aperture prescribed by the refractive index mismatch of the core and cladding of the FOPs (0.55 and 0.17 NAs) was responsible for numerical aperture gating. A 1951 USAF target was used as a test sample and was imaged using two FOP based camera setups and a lens-based camera (Microscope objective, 0.25NA Motic, China) setup, so 3 imaging setups were compared to each other. The face of the USAF target that contained the reference lines was facing the FOP/lens. To emulate a scattering environment, varying concentrations (1-4%) of Intralipid (Sigma Aldrich, USA) was used in a Petri dish to mimic low and the high range of scattering in human tissues (e.g. dermal layers and mucosal layers -µs' (1-4mm −1 ) [18, 19] ). The USAF target was immersed inside the Intralipid and the camera was placed on a 3D translation stage. Zero interrogation depth was at the point when the distal end of the FOP was in direct contact with the surface of the target and the Petri dish was filled with Intralipid. The FOP camera was translated incrementally upwards by 100µm steps increasing the layer of Intralipid between the distal end of the FOP and the target. For lens-based setup, a square holder was designed with a window made of silica microscopic cover slip. Zero interrogation depth for this setup was considered when the cover slip was in direct contact with the target and the lens was focused onto it. The holder and lens were translated with increment of 100µm like the above described setup. The translation was continued until the distance between the target and the distal end of the FOP surface/cover slip was 2mm. A white light collimated LED source (MCWHL5, Thorlabs, USA) was used to illuminate the target from the bottom within the framework of the transillumination geometry. Group 3 element 3 (~50µm size of the grooves) of the 1951 USAF target was ch images was conditions, th same for all se Fig 
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